Royalty Rules 

Welcome to the Fountain Riding and Roping Club Royalty Program! This long standing
tradition dates back to 1969 when the club was created and has been actively on-going since.
Outlined below are the rules of the program. Please note these are current rules and are reviewed
on a yearly basis.
1. The royalty contest will be held in the fall of each year. The previous royalty will
relinquish his/her reign at the FRRC Annual Awards Banquet. The previous year royalty
will present the new royalty with the sash, crown, and buckle for that year.
2. The royalty will be chosen by competing in a contest in which each contestant will be
judged on the following; Horsemanship (50%), Essay (20%), Interview (20%),
Presentation/Appearance (10%).
3. The Essay portion of the contest will be required to be received by the chosen deadline.
Any contestants that fail to submit an essay will not be eligible to compete in the contest.
4. The FRRC Club will expense up to $100 per buckle for King/Queen and Prince/Princess.
If the selected buckle exceeds $100, the parent/parents will be responsible for the
difference.
5. The King/Queen and Prince/Princess shall be active members at the time of their reign
effective Jan 1st – Dec 31st.
6. The selected Royalty will furnish their attire and equipment unless otherwise indicated by
the Royalty Chairperson/Committee.
7. The FRRC Royalty will be responsible for transportation requirements.
8. The FRRC Royalty shall extend invitations to other clubs and organizations when FRRC
organizes activities open to the public.
9. The FRRC Royalty shall pass all ribbons for each age group at FRRC sponsored events.
10. If Royalty is unable to attend an FRRC event, it will be the royalty’s responsibility to
notify the Royalty Chairperson and assist with coordinating another person to fill in
his/her place.
11. The FRRC Royalty is required to attend as many monthly membership meetings as
possible; with a three meeting required minimum.
12. The FRRC Royalty is required to attend as many club events as possible; with an eight
event required minimum.
13. The FRRC King/Queen must be between the ages of 15-20 at the time of their reign
effective Jan 1st – Dec 31st.
14. The FRRC Prince/Princess must be between the ages of 10-14 at the time of their reign
effective Jan 1st – Dec 31st.
15. The FRRC Royalty must have never been married or be pregnant/with child.
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16. No FRRC Royalty may represent the club for two consecutive years unless no additional
contestants arise.
17. A contract must be signed by all royalty positions at the beginning of their reign
accepting all rules and responsibilities. If the responsibilities are not fulfilled this will
result in revocation of reign and title. Additionally, the club will have the right to
request for reimbursement, from the parent/parents, for expenses incurred for
Crown, Sash, and Buckle.
18. The Royalty crowns, sash, buckles and any other additional garb (i.e. shirts, etc.) are the
Royalty’s to keep and will be awarded at the Annual Awards Banquet. NOTE; should
the member of Royalty fail to fulfill their contract/reign the club will request
reimbursement, from the parent/parents, for these items.
19. The Royalty is required to appear at all events dressed and ready to present colors when
required. These items include; Hat, Crown, Sash, Buckle, and appropriate attire.
20. The King/Queen will present the United States flag followed by the Prince/Princess
presenting the Colorado Flag.
21. The FRRC club may select Royalty Attendants for any year to provide assistance to the
King/Queen, Prince/Princess.
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